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Background

DevCo was created in 2003 to support governments in poorer developing countries in attracting private sector investment to infrastructure. Given a recommendation from PIDG, DevCo was established by the IFC and the United Kingdom’s Department for International Development (DFID) with an initial capital fund of US$12.13 million. 1

Over time, DevCo gained more donors. Through PIDG, DevCo now receives funds from five donors, including DFID, IFC, Austrian Development Agency (ADA-BMF), Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs (DGIS) and the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA).

DevCo provides funds to support transactions that IFC implements for developing country governments. IFC charges governments for its transaction advisory services, but many governments in poorer developing countries cannot afford the costs. DevCo helps these governments by covering the costs of consultants, engineers, lawyers and other specialists IFC engages to work on the transactions. DevCo can cover some of IFC’s costs associated with developing and implementing transactions. DevCo also funds monitoring and evaluation, knowledge products, and, on a selective basis, technical support for governments restructuring projects. 2

Objectives

The Private Infrastructure Development Group (PIDG) engaged Castalia and Dr. Dieter Falk to evaluate one of its facilities: the Infrastructure Development Collaboration Partnership Fund (DevCo). DevCo’s performance was assessed against the five Development Assistance Committee (DAC) evaluation criteria: relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, impact, and sustainability.

IFC committed US$750,000. DFID committed GBP6.8 million. Using 2003 conversion rate 1.674 (OANDA), this is equivalent to US$11,383,200.
2 DevCo Operating Principles
Overall, the conclusion is that DevCo has been successful—it is achieving most of its targeted results, and delivering the impacts that DevCo donors expect. Also, DevCo’s results justify its costs, especially when compared to other alternatives.

However, DevCo could do more—it needs to increase the number of successfully bid-out projects, currently 60 percent below target. DevCo also needs to increase the amount of private sector investment raised in DAC 1, 2 countries (currently 82 percent below target). Furthermore, DevCo could better address risks to sustainability by monitoring all closed mandates until they are delivering expected service levels. Finally, DevCo could have more impact by helping governments identify more privately financed infrastructure opportunities.

Analysis

Relevance

DevCo is relevant to PIDG. DevCo objectives are well aligned to PIDG objectives. DevCo’s model is also still relevant and valid. DevCo’s model is to support the IFC’s Transaction Advisory Department on transactions that bring the private sector into the delivery of infrastructure services in developing countries. There is still a large infrastructure gap that private investors and operators can help to fill. Governments still need transaction advice. They regard IFC as the right institution to provide it, but are financially constrained and cannot pay for IFC’s services. These conclusions are drawn from evidence gathered during field visits to nine DevCo projects. In all nine cases, we concluded that the public authorities needed assistance in structuring and implementing transactions, and that they would not have been able to pay for IFC’s transaction advisory services without the funds DevCo provided.

DevCo is supporting projects that governments prioritize. Results monitoring sheets for the nine sample cases explained how each project aligns with the country’s national development plan. During the field visits, we validated the information by interviewing government officials and reviewing policy documents. All nine cases were clearly infrastructure priorities for the governments concerned.

DevCo is shifting IFC’s Transaction Advisory Department into frontier markets. From 2008-June 30, 2013, 71 percent of DevCo-supported projects are in DAC 1 and 2 countries. Among IFC’s non-DevCo projects, only 27 percent are in these countries. Similarly, 24 percent of DevCo-supported projects are in fragile countries.

---

3 DAC 1, 2, 3, 4 classifications are based on the OECD List of ODA Recipients. DAC 1 countries are “least developed countries” as listed in the first column of the DAC List of ODA Recipients. DAC 2 countries are “other low income countries” as listed in the second column of the DAC List. DAC 3 countries are the “lower middle income countries and territories” as listed in the third column of the DAC List. DAC 4 countries are the “upper middle income countries and territories as listed in the fourth column of the DAC List. Definitions taken from the PIDG 2012 Annual Report

4 Note, this was calculated by first calculating the target in dollar terms (the percent target multiplied by total dollars of PSI to be raised in poor countries), and calculating the total PSI predicted in the PIDG DevCo Database for projects closed 2009 to 2012. The difference is smaller by 82 percent.

5 This result takes into account the Central Java IPP project in the Philippines, a DAC 3 country. Predicted PSI raised from this project is US$3,500 million, which is five times higher than the average PSI raised for the other DevCo projects that closed from 2009 to 2012 (period evaluating target). Including the Central Java IPP in this PSI achievement calculation makes a large difference in the percent PSI achieved in DAC 1,2 countries.
Effectiveness and Impact

DevCo is effective, and is making an impact. It has achieved most of its expected results. This conclusion was drawn from evaluating DevCo’s performance against targets since DevCo’s last mid-term review (that is, from 2009 to 2012). The case studies were used to verify the expected outputs and outcomes—that is, to compare the results reported in project results monitoring sheets to what is actually on the ground. Another level of analysis involved comparing actual to predicted results on DevCo’s nine operating projects. These are operational projects with actual data gathered from post-completion monitoring activity.

On outputs, DevCo slightly missed its 2012 target for new mandates signed, signing up nine, one short of the ten mandates targeted. However all the mandates were in DAC 1, 2 countries and poorer states of India exceeding that target by 18 percent. The target for mandates in fragile countries was exceeded by 36 percentage points (target: 20%, achieved: 56%). The nine cases reviewed were all designed to benefit poor people, and to develop the capacity of public and private stakeholders. DevCo funds were used as agreed, and all the projects reviewed addressed specific market and government failures.

DevCo did not meet its combined target (2009-2012) for successfully bid-out projects. Only 10 projects closed successfully over this time, compared to a target of 25. Was this target reasonable? DevCo’s success rate in project closings over the period was 60 percent. This success rate is higher than the IFC non-DevCo projects closed during this period, which was just 42 percent. Notwithstanding, DevCo should still aim to close more projects successfully. This can be done by generating more mandates, and by addressing the factors that contribute to failure.

On outcomes, DevCo outperformed its combined target (2009-2012) on increased availability of new or improved infrastructure services. DevCo mandates are now expected to benefit 15.5 million people, 50 percent more than the target. For the nine operating projects, the number of people reported to have benefited from the projects is more than double what was predicted (nine million people versus four million).

DevCo outperformed its combined target (2009-2012) on increasing private sector investment (PSI). DevCo mandates are expected to deliver US$4,780 million in PSI, 71 percent higher than the target. Turning to the cases, four of the five that closed have achieved or are on track to achieving expected PSI.

The nine operating projects are 47 percent below the predicted PSI. However, the difference is reasonable because these projects all closed within the last nine years, and the PSI is expected to be generated over the total life of the projects. DevCo also outperformed on PSI raised in fragile or post conflict countries by 17 percent. However, DevCo is below target on the percentage of PSI raised in DAC 1, 2 countries. From 2009 to 2012, DevCo was expected to raise 83% percent of total PSI in DAC 1, 2 countries. However, DevCo only succeeded in raising 9 percent. The PSI raised by the Central Java IPP project in the Philippines (a DAC 3 country) is five times higher than the average PSI raised by other

---

6 The PIDG DevCo database reports 10 successful projects of 19 concluded (53 percent success rate)
7 12 successfully bid out mandates divided by total 20 concluded mandates. Note that this 12 successfully bid projects figure differs from that reported in the log frame for the same time period (10 successfully bid). This is an example of the types of data discrepancies that we recommend be resolved in the Recommendations Section 10
8 Target in 2009 was 75%, in 2010 – 2012, 85%. So the average for 2009-2012 is 83% of total PSI in DAC 1, 2 countries
9 Note: when Central Java IPP is excluded, DevCo succeeded in raising 33 percent of total PSI in DAC 1,2 countries
projects closed during this period. Excluding the Central Java IPP project from the PSI calculation still puts DevCo below the target, raising 33 percent of PSI in DAC 1, 2 countries.

On fiscal impact, the DevCo mandates that closed between 2009 and 2012 are expected to deliver increased receipts from sales, or savings, to governments of US$810 million, 16 times the target of US$50 million\(^{10}\). Actual fiscal impact reported on the nine operating projects amounts to US$1,884 million, 13 percent over the predicted amount of US$1,673 million.

There are no specific targets on economic or employment effects. Evidence from the five closed projects Castalia visited suggests direct job creation may be somewhat less than expected for these projects. Indirect employment effects cannot realistically be measured.

Additional impacts and demonstration effects are strongly in evidence in three of the five closed projects analyzed in depth, in that additional similar projects are moving ahead using ideas and documents developed by DevCo. Evidence from the nine sample cases shows DevCo’s funding was necessary for the transactions, so causation and impact can be attributed to DevCo. Other key contributors to success include commitment from the government client and funding from other donors.

**Efficiency**
A review of the successful DevCo projects that started after 2008 showed that, on average, outputs cost about seven percent less than expected. Evidence from the nine projects visited shows that expected outputs are being delivered and at high quality. However, budgeting and financial reporting processes could be improved.

**Sustainability**
An assessment of the five cases that had closed suggest sustainability is likely, with the main risk being that governments may not deliver promised payments, or could renege on agreed tariff increases.

**Conclusions and Recommendations**
Based on the conclusions from this evaluation, there are four main recommendations to improve DevCo’s operations and performance:

1. **On DevCo’s target setting and monitoring process**, DevCo’s target for successfully bid-out projects should be more realistic, taking into account DevCo’s performance to date, the difficulty in doing projects in DevCo’s target countries, and how comparable facilities are performing. Also, PIDG should set DevCo’s target for percentage of PSI in DAC 1, 2 countries in dollar terms and reduce the expected PSI per project in these countries.

2. **On operational improvements**, DevCo should improve its data management processes so that data is accurately and consistently reported in both the PIDG DevCo database and IFC’s database. DevCo should improve budgeting with a database of past costs, and PIDG should allow the DevCo manager some discretion to approve some additional funds on DevCo transactions. These

\(^{10}\) PIDG DevCo Database. Total predicted upfront fees to government plus predicted avoided subsidies for projects that closed from 2009 to 2012
changes will reduce project managers’ tendencies to overestimate the cost of the support needed.

3. **To achieve more impacts, DevCo should:** (a) **Integrate upstream to generate more mandates.** IFC teams should engage more with DAC 1, 2 governments in identifying project opportunities and removing initial roadblocks; (b) **Integrate downstream to deliver more impact.** DevCo project teams should consistently monitor transactions after implementation, and develop capacity in government agencies to manage projects effectively. Successful projects should be scaled up into PPP programs where possible.

4. **To ensure project sustainability,** IFC teams should maintain relationships until at least two years after services commence to ensure transactions translate into sustained service delivery.

---
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